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We present a micromagnetic approach to the exchange bias in ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic thin �lm
systems with a small number of irreversible interfacial magnetic moments. We express the exchange bias �eld HEB

in terms of the fundamental micromagnetic length scale of ferromagnetic � the exchange length lex. The bene�t
from this approach is a better separation of the factor related to the ferromagnetic layer from the factor related
to the ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic coupling at interfaces. Using this approach we estimate the upper limit of
HEB in real ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic systems.
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1. Introduction

The coupling between a ferromagnet (FM) and an an-
tiferromagnet (AFM) that is set up on �eld cooling from
temperatures above the Néel temperature of the AFM
results in an exchange bias (EB) [1]. However, it seems
that we do not yet have a general and compact micromag-
netic description of EB in spite of a number of numerical
simulations [2�4] and models [5, 6]. In this respect, three
main points need to be emphasized.
(i) In numerous proposed mesoscopic and microscopic

models of EB [5, 6], the master formula for the unidirec-
tional anisotropy �eld HEB (the exchange bias �eld) is

HEB =
JEB

MtFM
, (1)

where JEB is the interfacial exchange bias energy and tFM
is the thickness of the FM layer with magnetization M .
Equation (1) represents a relation expressing the equilib-
rium between the exchange bias energy density JEB/tFM
and the Zeeman energy [1]. The main problem is JEB,
which according to us is determined by the fundamen-
tal parameters of a ferromagnet, taking into account the
peculiarities of the interface structure, and of the antifer-
romagnet. Here, we will focus on the role of a ferromag-
netic layer. A ferromagnet with a high magnetization and
a high exchange sti�ness gives usually the highest HEB.
(ii) An important step forward in explaining the mag-

nitude of the EB has been done by Stöehr group, who,
using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism, showed that
EB is produced by a small (≈ 0.04 = 4%) number of
irreversible AFM spins [7, 8]. Therefore, a spin struc-
ture at an FM/AFM interface consists of two groups.
First, the uncompensated AFM spins � weakly coupled
to the rest of the AFM spin lattice so that they can
rotate. Second, the irreversible spins � a small frac-
tion of uncompensated spins that are tightly coupled to
the AFM spin lattice. Hence, a reduction factor ε equal
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to the fraction of irreversible spins should be taken into
account if Eq. (1) is to explain the experimental data.
(iii) In FM/AFM bilayers, the coercive �eld HC of

the FM undergoes a substantial increase by a factor of
10�20 in comparison with a single FM �lm due to an
anisotropy 〈K〉 imposed on the FM by the AFM's un-
compensated spins [5]. However, after inspecting a large
number of available experimental data [9, 10], it appears
that the saturation �eld HS (measured in the hard direc-
tion) of the FM coupled to an AFM is a more reliable
quantity than HC measured in the easy direction.

Fig. 1. Magnetic moment versus magnetic �eld (H)
curves of a sample with the following layer structure:
Si (substrate)/IrMn(20 nm)/Co(4 nm)/IrMn(20 nm).
Dashed line and open circles: �eld parallel to the ex-
change bias �eld. Full circles and thin (blue on-line)
line: �eld perpendicular to the exchange bias �eld.
The �lm was prepared under the same conditions as
described in Ref. [11].

Figure 1 serves as a typical example showing that HS

is of the order of HEB. Therefore, the uniaxial anisotropy
�eld HS is

HS =
2〈K〉
M

. (2)

(147)
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The aim of the present paper is to express Eq. (1)
in a more fundamental form involving the micromag-
netic characteristics of the FM. It should be stressed that
by using magnetic measurements of FM/AFM systems
with EB, we can only determine the magnetic proper-
ties of the FM. Nevertheless, looking from the FM side,
we can argue about an interaction between the FM and
the AFM. We shall concentrate on the most important
aspects of EB, namely the main factors that determine
the values of HEB and JEB. In particular, we shall de-
termine the role of the FM layer and we shall look for
an FM/AFM system that ful�ls the requirements of an
almost ideal EB e�ect.

2. Model

Three quantities describe the micromagnetism of ferro-
magnets: the magnetization M , the magnetic anisotropy
K, and the exchange sti�ness constant A. Since the ex-
change interactions are relevant for a long range spin
ordering, we postulate that the last quantity is mainly
responsible for interactions between the FM and AFM
layers. In the �rst approximation, let us assume that
an FM/AFM interface is ideal, so that the interfacial
spins are fully coupled. It can be easily derived from
the de�nition of the exchange interaction in the Heisen-
berg approach that JEB can be approximated by 2〈A〉/ξ,
where 〈A〉 is the average exchange sti�ness of an FM
layer within an interface region with a thickness ξ of the
order of the lattice parameter [2]. Hence Eq. (1) takes
the form

HEB =
2〈A〉
MξtFM

. (3)

Equivalently, the micromagnetic characteristics of an
FM can be expressed in terms of the exchange length lex
and the exchange correlation length lcor (domain wall pa-
rameter) de�ned as

lex =
√
(A/2πM2),

lcor =
√

(A/K), (4)

respectively. Both lex and lcor are the fundamental length
scales that control the behavior of magnetic materials
and are relevant for the description of an inhomoge-
neous orientation of the spin structure [12]. In Table we
gathered the values of the magnetic polarization 4πM
and the exchange sti�ness A necessary for the estima-
tion of lex for the typical soft magnetic materials, some
Heusler alloys, and magnetite. The values of lex are
within the range of 3−8 × 10−7 cm = 3�8 nm, while
lcor (of the order of the Bloch wall thickness) varies con-
siderably from lcor ≈ 1 nm in hard magnetic materials
to over 100 nm in soft ferromagnets [12]. The spin-wave
sti�ness D = 2g µBA/M is also included for compar-
ison, since both A and D are frequently used to de-
scribe the sti�ness of exchange interactions. g is the
Landé g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton. The g-
values of pure metals g = 2.09 (Fe), g = 2.18 (Co), and
g = 2.21 (Ni) deviate from the spin-only value by some

amount [7, 13]. The same concerns the Heusler alloys
(g = 2.05−2.0) [14, 15] and magnetite (g = 2.12).
By multiplying and dividing Eq. (3) by 4πM , we can

express it in a di�erent way

HEB = 4πM
〈A〉

2πM2

1

ξtFM
= 4πM

〈lex〉2

ξtFM
, (5)

where 〈lex〉 denotes an averaged exchange length within
the interface region. For a typical value of lex = 5 nm
(see Table), Eq. (5) leads to an unrealistically high value
of HEB ≈ 170 kOe if we assume typical values for 4πM ≈
10 kG, ξ ≈ 3× 10−8 cm, and tFM = lex.

TABLE

Basic magnetic parameters of ferromagnetic 3d metals,
typical soft magnetic alloys, some Heusler alloys and
magnetite (Fe3O4): the demagnetizing �eld 4πM , the
exchange sti�ness constant A, the spin-wave sti�ness D,
the exchange length lex, and the product of demagnetiz-
ing �eld and the square of exchange length.

Material 4πM A D lex 4πMl2ex
[kOe] [µerg/cm] [meV nm2] [nm] [GOe cm2]

Fe 21.4a 2.0b 2.8 3.3 2.3

Co 18.1a 2.5b 4.5 4.4 3.5

Ni 6.1a 0.8b 4.5 7.6 3.5

Ni80Fe20 10.0a 1.0b 2.5 5.0 2.5

Co47Fe53 17.0c 5.9c 8.0 7.2 8.7

Co2FeSi 14.1d 3.2d 7.0 6.4 5.7

Co2MnSn 9.9 e 0.6e 2.0 3.9 1.5

Ni2MnSn 5.1 f 0.1f 0.4 2.6 0.3

Fe3O4
h 5.9 g 0.7g 5.0 7.1 3.0

afrom Ref. [16], bfrom Ref. [13], cfrom Ref. [17], dfrom
Ref. [14], efrom Ref. [18], f from Ref. [15], gfrom Ref. [19],
hall data are representative for room temperature except
that of magnetite, which is at 5 K.

The comment (ii) implies that 〈A〉 and 〈lex〉 are to
some extent weakened by the low number of the pinned
spins. Let us inspect the impact of the low number of the
irreversible spins on 〈A〉 more closely. If we imagine the
interface shown in Fig. 2 with the spins (marked by cir-
cles) pinned to the rest of the AFM (marked by shaded
area), we can see that they are exchange-coupled with
equal numbers ε of FM spins. Therefore,

〈A〉 ≈ IεSFMεSAFM

a
≈ ε2A, (6)

where I is the exchange integral. SFM and SAFM are
the FM and AFM spins, respectively. Here we assume
that the EB systems exhibit negative bias, so that the
FM spins and irreversible AFM spins are aligned in the
same direction (I > 0) [8]. Hence, an EB for a realistic
interface with a low number of irreversible spins can be
expressed by

HEB = 4πMl2ex
ε2

ξtFM
(7)

with the product of 4πMl2ex as the leading factor. From
Table one can see that the leading factor is highest for the
Co�Fe alloy and, unexpectedly, for the Co2FeSi Heusler
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alloy, while it does not vary much for 3d metals and
Ni�Fe. It is easy to show that an ε on the order of a
few percent provides a realistic value of HEB ≈ 200 Oe
(ε = 0.015), as is shown in Fig. 1, for example, and
in agreement with other experimental data (see, for ex-
ample Ref. [5] and references therein). The expression
〈lex〉 = εlex can be regarded as an e�ective exchange
length in FM due to the low number of irreversible AFM
spins. Note, however, that 〈lex〉 is on the order of only
0.1 nm if ε = 0.04. This is a remarkably small value
since, by de�nition, the exchange length is the length be-
low which atomic exchange interactions dominate over
typical magnetostatic �elds [12].
Accordingly, the interfacial exchange bias energy JEB

is expressed by

JEB = 4πM2

(
l2exε

2

ξ

)
, (8)

where the second factor in parentheses has the dimension
of length scale of 200 nm if ε = 1 so that JEB would take a
huge value of 50�150 erg/cm2. However, since JEB must
be less than KAFM × tAFM [1], the upper limit of JEB is
less than 10 erg/cm2 ifKAFM ≈ 107 erg/cm3 and tAFM ≈
5 nm (a typical critical value of AFM thickness) [20]. It is
noteworthy that if ε = 0.35 and 0.04, JEB would be 10�4
and 0.4�0.1 erg/cm2, respectively.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the FM/AFM interface
of thickness ξ with uncompensated spins and the spins
(marked by dashed circles) pinned to the AFM spin lat-
tice (shaded area).

3. Discussion

The lowest limit of JEB of 0.1�0.4 erg/cm2 is worth
comment. Since research into EB encompasses a huge
number of papers, we can draw useful conclusions on the
average exchange bias energy JEB using simple statis-
tics for a large number of experimental data under the
assumption that each experiment is of equal signi�cance.
A collection of tabulated data gathered by Coehoorn [20]
is an invaluable database. We gathered the distribution
of the values of JEB (taken from Tab. 13 in Ref. [20]) in
the form of histograms as shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly
seen that both for Ni�Fe and Co�Fe layers in contact with
various metallic random substitutional fcc-type AFM al-
loys, the distributions of the data have the shape of a
normal distribution even though the width of the his-
togram for the Co�Fe data is four times higher than that
of the Ni�Fe data. Most important, however, is that the
mean value of JEB is 0.1 and 0.25 erg/cm2 for Ni�Fe and

Co�Fe, respectively. If we estimate the values of JEB

making use of Eq. (8) assuming ε = 0.04, we unexpect-
edly arrive at JEB = 0.11 and 0.24 erg/cm2, nearly the
same as the mean values evaluated from the histograms
for Ni�Fe and Co�Fe, respectively. For the calculations,
we took the appropriate data from Table and ξ = 0.3 and
0.25 nm for permalloy and Co, respectively. The remark-
able agreement between the experimental and calculated
values of JEB may seem a coincidence, but it may also
suggest that the assumed ratio of the irreversible pinned
spins of just a few percent is typical of metallic FM/AFM
systems. One of the highest values of JEB ever measured
for metallic FM/AFM bilayers (with a high 4πM l2ex fac-
tor) is 1.3 erg/cm2 for Co70Fe30 in contact with a highly
L12 ordered Mn3Ir phase [21]. A rough estimate employ-
ing Eq. (8) suggests that such a �giant� value is achieved
for a merely twofold increase in ε to 0.08�0.09.

Fig. 3. Histograms showing distribution of the exper-
imental values of JEB taken from Tab. 13 in Ref. [20].
The histograms show distribution of the data for Ni�Fe
(Ni80Fe20) and for Co�Fe �lms (Co90Fe10), respectively.
Frequency has the meaning of the number of data falling
in a bin of JEB.

Therefore, the FM/AFM systems behave as if a spe-
ci�c localized exchange coupling between ε fraction of FM
spins and an equal fraction of AFM irreversible spins were
blurred in a delocalized �sea� of FM interacting spins.
In this aspect, EB can be regarded as a perturbation in
the exchange energy of the FM in contact with AFM.
Still, Eq. (7) describes an idealized case of the exchange

bias. In reality, in most cases both the FM and the AFM
have a large number of defects: they consist of grains on
a nanometer scale with grain boundaries, etc. Neverthe-
less, Eq. (7) captures the most important material and
interface characteristics that determine the order of mag-
nitude of the exchange bias on the nanoscale. The most
characteristic in Eq. (7) is that the factor 4πMl2ex de-
pends exclusively on the FM (due to our assumption
that the interface coupling between the irreversible AFM
spins and the FM spins is positive), while the factor ε2
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depends mostly on the AFM (its anisotropy) and the
quality of the interface.
By applying the same transformation to Eq. (2) as to

Eq. (5), we have

HS = 4πM
〈K〉
2πM2

ε2A

ε2A
= 4πMl2ex

1

l2cor
, (9)

which has the same symmetrical form as Eq. (7) with l2cor
in the denominator. It is characteristic that the factor ε2

is absent. For a typical value of HS = 200 Oe in Fig. 1,
Eq. (9) leads to lcor = 32 nm.

Fig. 4. (a) Asymmetrical dependence of reduced mag-
netizationm versus reduced magnetic �eld h applied op-
posite to the pinning direction. (b) Twisting of the mag-
netization vector de�ned as m = i cosΘ(t) + j sinΘ(t)
with the distance between two FM/AFM interfaces for
h = 0.5. The magnetization is fully pinned at t = ±1.

The presence of both lex and lcor in Eqs. (7) and (9)
may be linked with an inhomogeneous spin structure of
the FM and suggests the formation of a magnetization
twisting. Such a magnetization twisting was analyzed
about 50 years ago by Aharoni et al. [22]. They consid-
ered a ferromagnetic slab, in�nite in the x and y direc-
tions and of width 2tFM. At t = z/tFM = ±1, the spins
are assumed to be held in the x direction by the exchange
coupling with the AFM and expressed with appropriate
boundary conditions. Let an external �eld H be applied
in the x direction. The easiest mode for magnetization
changes is evidently rotation of the spins in the xy plane.
The functions which minimize the energy of such a sys-
tem are the solutions of the Euler equation

d2Θ

dt2
− h

(tFM/lex)2
sinΘ = 0, (10)

with the boundary conditions Θ ′(0) = 0, Θ(±1) = 0
and with h = H/4πM . The solution of Eq. (10) is ex-
pressed in terms of the complete elliptic integral of the
�rst kind KC

Θ(t) = 2 arcsin (ksn ((1− t)KC(k), k)) , (11)

where sn is the sine amplitude function and k is �hidden�
in the relation −h = K2

C(k)/(tFM/lex)
2. This solution

leads to a strongly asymmetric magnetization reversal
curve as shown in Fig. 4a, which saturates at −h ≈ ∞.
This important approach to EB has not attracted much
attention except in some old papers [23]. Similar asym-
metric magnetization reversals have been recently ob-
served in Ni/FeF2 bilayers and interpreted as originat-
ing from the intrinsic broken symmetry of the system,
which results in local incomplete domain walls parallel
to the interface (i.e., the magnetization twisting) in re-
versal to negative saturation of the FM [3]. The twisting
of the magnetization vector shown in Fig. 4b comes from
the boundary conditions stating that the magnetization
is fully �free� at the center of the FM layer and fully
�pinned� at the two FM/AFM interfaces.

As is seen in Fig. 4a, the magnetization starts twisting
above a certain �eld h > (π/2)2/(tFM/lex)

2. Hence,

H0 = 4πMl2ex
(π/2)2

t2FM
. (12)

Equation (12) describes the magnitude of the exchange
bias �eld for an ideal FM/AFM system without uniaxial
anisotropy imposed by AFM but with fully irreversible
spins at the interfaces. The similarity between Eq. (12)
and Eq. (7) is striking in that the factor (π/2)2/t2FM is
purely geometrical. If we equate HEB with H0 (Eq. (7)
to Eq. (12)) in order to estimate the maximal value that ε
can achieve for the ideal pinning described by the bound-
ary conditions, we obtain

ε2max = (π/2)2
ξ

tFM
. (13)

For typical values ξ ≈ 0.3 nm and tFM ≈ lex ≈ 5−10 nm,
ε2 ≈ 0.15 − 0.075. As a result 38%�27% of the ir-
reversible AFM spins would produce the highest possi-
ble values that HEB (JEB) can achieve, i.e., 25�12 kOe
(6�3 erg/cm2). Hence, we come to the conclusion that
the highest value that ε can attain is (38%�27%) and is
just due to the formation of an incomplete domain wall
(i.e., magnetization twisting). In reality, however, AFM
is polycrystalline and defected, so that these values are
overestimated [4].

It appears that among a large number of FM/AFM
systems all-oxide Fe3O4/CoO epitaxial bilayers nearly
satisfy the requirements of ideal pinning with JEB =
2.1 erg/cm2 � the value is only about 8 times smaller
than the exchange biasing estimated according to the
Meiklejohn�Bean model [19, 24]. JEB estimated from
Eq. (8) with ε2 = 0.13 (i.e., ≈ 1/8) and ξ ≈ 0.8 nm
(lattice parameter of Fe3O4) yields JEB = 2.04 erg/cm2,
which justi�es the [100] oriented Fe3O4/CoO bilayer sys-
tem's being very close to the straightforward idea con-
cerning the micromagnetic approach. It is notewor-
thy that polarized neutron re�ectivity measurements of
similar Fe3O4/NiO multilayers have provided evidence
of domain-wall formation (magnetization twisting) in
the exchange-biased state but within the ferromagnetic,
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rather than the AFM, layer [25]. A question may be
posed: why is the EB the highest in all-oxide FM/AFM
systems? Neglecting the complex interplay between the
microstructure of the AFM layer and the FM/AFM in-
terface, it seems that superexchange coupling via the in-
tervening p-orbitals of the oxygen atoms plays a lead-
ing role. The coupling, between the magnetic ions with
half-occupied orbitals (Fe2+ and Co2+) through the in-
termediary oxygen ion, of the superexchange is indirect
(the magnetic ions are of 0.4 nm apart) and strongly
antiferromagnetic. What seems even more important is
that both oxide lattices are based on an approximately
close-packed lattice of oxygen ions with Co2+ and Fe3+

in tetrahedral or octahedral (Fe3+ and Fe2+) intersti-
tial [24]. This feature makes Fe3O4/CoO epitaxial bi-
layers a model system to study EB [19]. In contrast,
in all-metallic FM/AFM systems, the exchange coupling
between the FM and AFM species is direct, so that any
change in ordering at the interfaces results in a frustra-
tion of exchange interactions [26].

Fig. 5. Hysteresis loops of [Ta 5 nm/(IrMn
20 nm/Co2FeSi 10 nm)×3/ IrMn 20 nm/ Ta 5 nm]
multilayer taken with the magnetic �eld applied parallel
(thick black � on-line) and perpendicular (thin �
blue on-line) to HEB direction, respectively. The inset
shows the multilayer structure consisting of a stack of
IrMn (gray)/Co2FeSi (yellow)/IrMn three-layers.

Now we can understand why in most of the FM/AFM
all-metallic thin �lm systems the EB �eld is of the order
of 100�400 Oe if tFM is of 10 nm [20]. As seen in Table,
the product 4πMl2ex does not di�er much among most
of the soft FM materials. Therefore, any enhancement of
the EB relies mainly on increasing ε. We have little room
for manoeuvre except to increase ε by some technological
trick like, for example, dusting the interfaces with ultra-
thin Co or Mn layers [11, 27], a proper setting AFM in a
magnetic �eld [5] or preparing an AFM (e.g. IrMn) [28]
with a high texture. Speci�cally, ε determines the qual-
ity of setting AFM on cooling from T > TN [29].

A spectacular example of such a gradual improvement
in EB is observed in a Ta 5/(IrMn 20/Co2FeSi 10)×3/
IrMn 20/ Ta 5 multilayer annealed at 400 ◦C for 15 min
and �eld cooled to room temperature (Fig. 5). The de-
tails of the sample preparation can be found in Ref. [11].
As seen in Fig. 5, the hysteresis loop (thick line) taken
with the magnetic �eld parallel to the exchange bias con-
sists of three loops related to the subsequent Co2FeSi
layers in the stack. These three loops, of equal heights
and nearly equal coercive �eld of ∼ 50 Oe, are shifted
along the �eld axis by HEB of 20, 72 and 235 Oe for the
�rst (I), second (II) and third (III) Co2FeSi layer, respec-
tively. Simultaneously, in accordance with the discussion
of Eq. (9), the estimated value ofHS is 150 Oe (see Fig. 5,
hysteresis (thin line) taken with a magnetic �eld applied
perpendicular to HEB direction). It has been con�rmed
(see Ref. [11] for details) with a magneto-optical Kerr
magnetometer that the upper (III) Co2FeSi layer has the
highest HEB. A simple estimate employing Eq. (7) us-
ing the data from Table for Co2FeSi gives the values of
ε of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05 for the layers I, II, and III, re-
spectively. As was discussed above, ε depends on the in-
terface quality and on the anisotropy of the AFM layer.
Since the interfaces in the stack should not di�er much,
the increase in anisotropy seems to be responsible for
these slight changes in ε. We have proven with X-ray
di�raction measurements (see Ref. [11]) that the grain
size of IrMn increases as the subsequent layers are de-
posited from the substrate, so that the increase in AFM
anisotropy is justi�ed. However, in view of our discus-
sion, we do not expect that ε can exceed the values of sev-
eral percent in the case of all-metallic FM/AFM systems.

4. Summary

In summary, we have shown that the exchange bias
resulting from a coupling between FM and AFM layers
can be described in terms of a rough micromagnetic ap-
proach, which seems to capture the essential character-
istics of the exchange bias. Speci�cally, we showed that
the interfacial interactions involved between the FM and
the AM reduce to a geometrical problem with the fun-
damental micromagnetic length scale being the exchange
length lex. The model identi�es the range of the exchange
bias �eld HEB (exchange bias energy JEB) compatible
with those observed in experiment. Using the model, we
proved that the highest e�ective number of irreversible
spins is lower than ≈ 30%�40%.
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